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ABSTRACT 

 

Development of a DAS28-based pharmacodynamic 

endpoint to efficiently evaluate the dose-response relation 

of anti-rheumatic effect of JAK3 inhibitors 

 

Yoon Jung Lee 

 

Department of Medical Science 

The Graduate School, Yonsei University 

 

(Directed by Professor Kyungsoo Park) 

 

Tasocitinib (CP-690,550), an orally available, small molecule, selective inhibitor of 

the Janus kinase (JAK) family, is in development as a disease modifying 

antirheumatic drug (DMARD) for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (RA). The 

primary clinical endpoint for the response of RA to treatment is American College of 

Rheumatology response criterion of 20% improvement (ACR20) by which a patient is 

considered a responder or non-responder. Disease Active Score measured by 28 
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tender and swollen joint assessments (DAS28-3(CRP), DAS28), developed as a 

clinical index of RA to objectively evaluate a patient’s response, has a continuous 

scale ranging from 0 to 9.4, reflecting the extent of underlying inflammation. Using 

DAS28 as a simplified notation for DAS28-3(CRP), the modeling hypothesis is that 

the continuous DAS28 may provide more precise dose-response curves than the 

binary ACR20, thus potentially improving the efficiency of dose response studies 

with new therapies. 

This study assesses the feasibility of using DAS28 as a more efficient measure than 

ACR20 for establishing dose-response of tasocitinib. 

Data were obtained from 1058 patients with RA enrolled in three phase 2 studies. 

Drug effects were assessed by ACR20 and DAS28 at baseline and up to 24 weeks, 

with ACR20 measured as a binary and DAS28 as a continuous variable. Both types of 

data were analyzed using NONMEM 7 within a mixed-effect model framework. For 

ACR20, using a logistic regression, the logit of the probability of ACR20 response 

was modeled as a sum of the latent variable threshold, placebo effect, and “pure” drug 

effect. Similarly for DAS28, the observed score was modeled as a sum of baseline, 

placebo effect, and pure drug effect. Model parameters were estimated sequentially in 

two steps as this approach estimated model parameters better than the simultaneous 

estimation of placebo and drug parameters. At the first step, placebo parameters were 

estimated from placebo group data only. Then, drug parameters were estimated from 

treatment group data by fixing placebo parameters at their estimates obtained at the 

first step. Dose-response information derived from DAS28 and ACR20 were 
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compared using a percent change in DAS28 from placebo (DDAS) and change from 

placebo for ACR20 (DACR).  

The placebo effect was best described by a monotone increasing exponential 

function for ACR20 and an inverse Bateman function for DAS28. The drug effect was 

described as an inhibitory indirect response model to account for an inhibitory drug 

effect on the inflammatory RA process. For DAS28, concomitant use of MTX, dose 

adjustment at week 12 and baseline DAS28 were found as significant covariates. For 

ACR20, dose adjustment at week 12, visual scale for pain and the number of 28 

swollen joint counts were identified as significant covariates.  

Several sample sizes for this study were simulated from the final model. For each 

dataset, population average percent change in DAS28 from placebo (DDAS) and 

change from placebo for ACR20 (DACR) were estimated for each dose group. The 

relationship between sample size and DDAS or DACR was explored. As a result, 

DDAS converged in a 50% reduced sample size compared to DACR. 

These findings support that a continuous DAS28 endpoint may provide more 

precise dose-response curve estimates than can the binary ACR20 response measure, 

thus offering the potential of achieving a similar level of precision in the effect size of 

clinically useful doses at lower sample sizes. To validate the above results, further 

analyses will be necessary, which will include the assessment of DAS28 for data from 

other studies with the same agent and other DMARDs in the same or different class.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Key words: JAK3 inhibitor, DAS28, ACR20, modeling and simulation
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Tasocitinib (CP-690,550), an orally available, small molecule, selective inhibitor of 

the Janus kinase (JAK) family, is in development as a disease modifying 

antirheumatic drug (DMARD) for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) 
1
. 

Intracellular pathways that include JAKs are critical to immune cell activation, pro-

inflammatory cytokine production and cytokine signaling
2
. In a panel of cell free in 

vitro assays, tasocitinib inhibits JAK1, JAK2, JAK3 and to a lesser extent Tyk2. 
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Tasocitinib exhibits functional selectivity for JAK1/3, and JAK1/2 signaling over 

JAK2/2 signaling in a cellular setting
3
. JAK1 and 3 are required for signaling via γ 

chain cytokine receptors for interleukins (IL)-2, -4,-7,-9, -15, and -21. JAK1/2 is 

required for interferon gamma and IL-6 signaling, whereas hematopoietic cytokines 

signal through JAK2/2 homodimers. Tasocitinib subsequently modulates adaptive and 

innate immunity with limited effects on hematopoiesis 
3,4

. 

The American College of Rheumatology 20% response criterion (ACR20) is 

widely used as a primary efficacy endpoint in RA trials
5
. The ACR20 is a binary 

response variable which is defined by decreases of ≥20% in both tender- and swollen-

joint counts, as well as improvements of ≥ 20% in at least three of the five other 

measurements of disease activity: the patient’s assessment of arthritis pain, patient’s 

global assessment of arthritis, physician’s global assessment, health assessment 

questionnaire, and the level of acute-phase reactant (C-reactive protein)
6
. Patients are 

classified as either responders or non-responders. 

Another efficacy endpoint is the Disease Activity Score using 28 tender and 

swollen joint counts and C-reactive protein (DAS28-3(CRP), DAS28). The DAS28 

was developed and validated as a clinical index of RA to objectively evaluate a 

patient’s response and has a continuous scale ranging from 0 to 9.4, reflecting the 

extent of underlying inflammation
7,8

. DAS28 has been reported to correlate well with 

joint damage over a given period 
7,9,10

. The continuous values can also include the 

recognition of clinical deterioration as well as improvement; something that is not 

included in the ACR criteria (responder or non-responder)
7,11

. Moreover, the level of 
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disease activity can be interpreted as low (DAS28 ≤ 3.2), moderate (3.2 < DAS28 ≤ 

5.1), or high (DAS28 > 5.1)
12

. A DAS28 < 2.6 corresponds to a state of remission 

according to American Rheumatism Association (ARA) criteria
13

.  

Given that DAS28 is a continuous variable containing more information than the 

ACR20 binary response variable, it is assumed that the continuous DAS28 may 

provide more precise dose-response curves than can the ACR20. Thus, the first 

purpose of the current study was to develop a longitudinal dose-response model for 

DAS28 and ACR20 to evaluate the anti-rheumatic effects of tasocitinib. The second 

purpose was to assess the feasibility of using DAS28 as a more efficient measure than 

ACR20 for establishing the dose-response relation of anti-rheumatic effect of JAK3 

inhibitors. The last purpose was to suggest as a tool for efficient drug development 

and optimal treatment in RA patients. 
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II. METHODS 

1. Data 

Data from three phase 2, randomized, placebo-controlled clinical trials in patients 

with RA were used to support model development. Study I was a phase 2a study 

designed to compare the efficacies of three doses of oral tasocitinib monotherapy (5 

mg, 15 mg and 30 mg twice daily [BID]) to placebo administered over six weeks in 

patients with active RA. The efficacy for each patient was determined at the baseline 

visit and at the ends of weeks 1, 2, 4, and 6. Study II was a phase 2b study to compare 

five dose regimens of tasocitinib monotherapy (1 mg, 3 mg, 5 mg, 10 mg and 15 mg 

BID) and adalimumab compared to the placebo, administered for 24 weeks in patients 

with active RA. The efficacy was measured at the baseline visit and at the ends of 

weeks 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, and 24. Study III was a phase 2b study to compare six 

dose regimens of tasocitinib (1 mg, 3 mg, 5 mg, 10 mg, 15 mg BID and 20 mg QD) to 

the placebo, each dose combined with methotrexate (MTX), administered for 24 

weeks in patients with active RA who had an inadequate response to MTX alone. The 

efficacy assessment was carried out at the baseline visit and at the ends of weeks 2, 4, 

6, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24. For Studies II and III, subjects were randomized into placebo, 

1 mg, 3 mg BID or 20 mg QD groups; those who failed to achieve a minimum 

improvement of at least 20% reductions in both tender and swollen joint counts from 

that of baseline at the week 12 visit were labeled “non-responders” and were 

automatically reassigned to the 5 mg BID group for the remaining 12 weeks. 
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Additional details are found in the previously published work
14

. 

The study protocol was approved by the institutional review board and/or 

independent ethics committee at each participating centers. The study was conducted 

in compliance with International Conference on Harmonization guidelines as well as 

in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. 

 

2. Basic model building for DAS28 

The predicted effect of tasocitinib was modeled as: 

(1)                                                                                            )()()( t
p

ftRtf 
 

where f(t) is the predicted value of DAS28, R(t) is the drug effect, and fp(t) is the 

magnitude of the placebo effect. The functional form of R(t) was chosen to be 

decreasing over time, and fp(t) was chosen as a positive function as DAS28 represents 

the inflammatory reaction which was reduced when pharmacodynamic drug effects 

were present.
 

In the placebo groups, the observed DAS28 tended to decrease after placebo intake, 

then to increase to its original value. The placebo effect was modeled as: 
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 (2)                                                       )0( PL  

where PL is the amplitude of the placebo effect, keq is the rate constant of initiation of 

the placebo response, and kel is the rate constant for the placebo effect returning to its 

initial state. 
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The action mechanism of tasocitinib can be described using an indirect response 

model. Indirect response models have been used to describe both disease progression 

and those drug effects that are measured using scales
15-17

. In general, the models can 

be described using:
18

  

)()()( tRtIktSk
dt

dR
outin

      ( 3 )                                           
0

Rkk
outin
  

where kin represents the zero-order constant for production of the response, kout defines 

the first-order rate constant for loss of the response, and R(t) is the model predicted 

response. The response variable, R, begins at a predetermined baseline value, R0. Note 

that for placebo groups, the predicted effect in Eq. (1) becomes an inverse Bateman 

function: 

 (4)                                                                                                       )()(
0

tfRtf
p


 

The functions S(t) and I(t), which can be stimulatory or inhibitory, are related to 

drug response according to four pharmacodynamic models: inhibition of production 

(kin), stimulation of degradation (kout), direct action (dir), and pharmacokinetic (effect-

site) delay keo models 
19

. Among these models, for example, kin model is represented 

as follows:  

:
in

k  ,1)(
50

max

DoseED

DoseI
tI




  ,1)( tS  (5)                                      10

max
 I  

where Imax is the maximum inhibition drug effect, and ED50 is the dose that yields half 

of Imax, Here, S(t) and I(t) were chosen to be directly related to dose rather than to 

concentration. The details of the other model equations are described elsewhere
19

. 
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Among the four models, the best structural model was selected based on the change 

in the objective function values (-2ΔLL) and/or the Akaike’s information criterion 

(AIC), and various goodness of fit plots such as DV vs PRED, DV vs IPRED, IWRES 

vs IPRED, and CWRES vs TIME 

In this modeling approach, model parameters were estimated sequentially in two 

steps. In the first step, placebo parameters were estimated from placebo group data 

only. Placebo patients who switched to 5 mg BID were included in this analysis but 

only up to week 12 when they were reassigned. Then, drug parameters were estimated 

from the treatment group data by fixing placebo parameters (PL, keq and kel) based on 

the estimates obtained in the first step.  

Inter-individual variability in placebo and drug effect parameters were modeled 

with exponential error models assuming no correlation among parameters (see 

Discussion), and residual variability was modeled with an additive error model. 

 

3. Basic model building for ACR20 

A logistic regression model was used to model the probability of achieving ACR20. 

Given assumption that p is the probability of achieving ACR20.  

(6)                                                                               )()(itlog   tRtf
p  

 (7)                                                                         
)itexp(log1

)itexp(log
)120(


ACRP

 

where γ is the latent variable threshold parameter, and fp(t) is the placebo effect, R(t) 

is drug effect, and η is inter-subject random effect.  
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For placebo effect, a monotone decreasing exponential function is used as the 

following: 

(8)                                                                                    )exp()( tktf
plcp
   

where β is the amplitude of placebo and kplc is the rate constant of placebo response 

For drug effect, inhibitory kin model is defined in equation (5). 

At each visit, each patient was assessed as an ACR20 responder (ACR20=1) or an 

ACR20 nonresponder (ACR20=0). The first-order markov elements were added to 

the parameters to account for the correlation between neighboring observations within 

a patient. These probabilities were defined using two digits, the first one representing 

the score at the previous visit and the second one the current score. For patients no 

responding at a given visit, there are two possible transitions to the next observation 

time: “P01” in case they became responders and “P00” if they remain nonresponders. 

The same is true for patients responding at a given visit. The sum of the associated 

probabilities P01+P00+P10+P11=1. The model is described by equation (9) using the 

same structural model.  
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4. Covariate selection 

After the basic model was determined, the influence of each covariate on the model 

parameters was examined. Initially, covariate screening was performed using only the 
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data from placebo-treated patients. The screening procedure then continued using the 

entire data set, with the covariates already selected in the previous step being included 

in the placebo model. 

The tested covariates included age, weight, height, BMI, baseline disease status 

indices, gender, concomitant use of MTX, and dose reassignment to 5 mg BID at 

week 12 (denoted as ASSIGN). Among these, height and BMI were moderately 

(r=0.5) and highly (r=0.9) correlated with weight and therefore were not included in 

covariate model building. Race was also not considered as a covariate, as more than 

80% of the patients were Caucasian, and the numbers of patients in other ethnic 

categories were relatively small, making it difficult to draw a meaningful conclusion 

regarding race.  

For the model for DAS28, the continuous covariates were modeled as follows: 

(10)                                                                           )/(
21

medianCOVP  
 

where COV indicates the covariate value and was centered on their median, θ1+θ2 

represents the estimate of the parameter (P) in the
 
subject with median covariates, and 

θ2 
is the change in P for a unit change in the covariate to the median ratio. 

 

The dichotomous covariates such as gender, MTX and dose adjustment at week 12 

were expressed as follows: 

(11)                                                                                            
21

COVP  
 

where COV was coded as 0 or 1 (e.g., SEX=0 if the patient was male, otherwise, 

SEX=1). The concomitant use of MTX was coded MTX=0 for monotherapy studies 
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(Study I, II), otherwise MTX=1 for the combination study (Study III). The dose 

adjustment was coded as ASSIGN=1 when the patients were reassigned to 5 mg BID 

group at week 12 visit, otherwise it was coded as 0. 

For the model for ACR20, the covariate effects were added as linear terms in the 

logit function. The continuous covariates were modeled as follows: 

(12)                           )/()]()([)]120([logit   medianCOVtRtfACRp
p

 

The categorical covariates were expressed as follows: 

(13)                                              )]()([)]120([logit   COVtRtfACRp
p

 

Among the covariates with -2ΔLL > 3.84 (p < 0.05, df = 1), the most significant 

was included in the model. The model with the selected covariate was treated as a 

“start model.” Then, the significances of the remaining covariates were tested one by 

one against the “start model.” This procedure continued until no more significant 

covariates remained (forward stepwise selection).  

The appropriateness of the selected covariates was tested in a stepwise manner as 

follows. With all selected covariates initially included in the full model, each 

covariate was deleted one at a time. If the increase in -2ΔLL was less than 10.83 (p > 

0.001, df=1), the covariate was not included
20,21

. This procedure continued until all 

remaining covariates were significant (backward stepwise deletion).   

After all non-significant covariates had been removed from the full model, the 

obtained reduced model was further refined by removing parameters which included 

zero in the ±2·SE range of their estimates in order to guarantee that the final model 
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was parsimonious (model refinement). 

 

5. Model Evaluation 

Model validation was performed from one thousand simulations using the final 

parameter estimates. The 90% confidence intervals (CIs) of the simulated data were 

compared with the observed data with visual predictive check.  

Data were analyzed using the nonlinear mixed effect modeling software program 

NONMEM 7 (ICON, Ellicott City, MD, USA), and the PsN system was used to 

execute the models. The first-order conditional estimation (FOCE) method for 

DAS28 and Laplace likelihood estimation method for ACR20 were used.  

 

6. Translatability 

Several sample sizes (N=50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 500) were simulated from the 

final model. For each design, doses were set to placebo, 2, 6, 10, 20, 30, and 

60mg/day which were assigned in a same ratio to the subjects in the dataset. The drug 

effect was assessed at 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 12 weeks. For each dataset, percent change in 

DAS28 from placebo (DDAS) and change from placebo for ACR20 (DACR) were 

estimated for each dose group at week 12.  

(14)                                                                      
ii placebodrugi

ACRACRDACR   

(15)                                                          /)(
iii placebodrugplaceboi

DASDASDASDDAS    

where ACRdrugi and ACRplaceboi are the ACR20 responder rate in drug and placebo 
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group of the ith simulated dataset, respectively. DASdrugi and DASplaceboi were the mean 

of the individual DAS28 score in drug and placebo group of the ith simulated dataset.  

  Population dose-average DACR (PDACR) and DDAS (PDACR) were calculated 

as follows:  

(16)                                                                                   
1

1





n

i

i
DACR

n
PDACR   





n

i

i
DDAS

n
PDDAS

1

(17)                                                                                   
1

 

where n is the number of dose groups in each simulated dataset.   
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III. RESULTS 

1. Patient characteristics 

A total 1,058 patients from three phase 2 studies were included in the analysis 

(Table 1). Among these, 220 patients were from Study I, 331 patients were from 

Study II, and 507 patients were from Study III. The observed percents of patients in 

the placebo, 1 mg BID, and 3 mg BID groups who were reassigned to the 5 mg BID 

group were 41 %, 31 %, 33 % in Study II and 23 %, 30 %, 19 % in Study III, 

respectively, and was 15% for the 20 mg QD group in Study III. The DAS28 data 

obtained after reassignment to the 5 mg BID group were excluded from the analysis. 

The demographic characteristics of the study population are listed in Table 2.  

Table 1. The number of patients from the three phase 2 studies 

Dose 
Number of Patients 

Study I Study II
†
 Study III

†
 Total 

Placebo 54 59(41%) 69(23%) 182 

1 mg BID - 54(31%) 70(30%) 124 

3 mg BID - 51(33%) 68(19%) 119 

5 mg BID 50 49 71 170 

10 mg BID - 61 74 135 

20 mg QD - - 80(15%) 80 

15 mg BID 58 57 75 190 

30 mg BID 58 - - 58 

 220 331 507 1058 

†
 The numbers in parenthesis refer to the percent of patients reassigned to 5 mg BID 

at week 12. 
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Table 2. Demographic characteristics of the study population 

Characteristics
†
 

Value
‡
 

Study I Study II Study III Total 

Age (yrs) 52 (18 – 78) 54 (18 – 83) 54 (18 – 81) 53 (18 – 83) 

Weight (kg) 72 (46 – 161) 68 (41 – 125) 71 (41 – 147) 70 (41 – 161) 

Baseline disease status indices 

DAS28 6.0 (3.2 – 7.8) 5.5 (1.5 – 7.7) 5.3 (2.3 – 7.7) 5.5 (1.5 – 7.8) 

CRP 12 (0 –190) 10 (1 – 135) 10 (1 – 183) 10 (0 – 190) 

HAQDI 2 (0 – 3) 1 (0 – 3) 2 (0 – 3) 2 (0 – 3) 

PN28 18 (0 – 28) 13 (0 – 28) 15 (0 – 28) 15 (0 – 28) 

SW28 13 (0 – 28) 10 (0 – 28) 11 (0 – 28) 11 (0 – 28) 

VPGA 68 (0 – 100) 57 (0 – 100) 65 (2 – 100) 62 (0 – 100) 

VCGA 67 (0 – 100) 61 (6 – 100) 65 (0 – 100) 63 (0 – 100) 

VPAIN 70 (0 – 100) 58 (0 – 100) 66 (0 – 100) 63 (0 – 100) 

Gender     

Male 13 (16) 43 (13) 101 (20) 179 (17) 

Female 185 (84) 288 (87) 406 (80) 879 (83) 

Dose adjustment at week 12 

Placebo - 24 (41) 16 (23) 40 (22) 

1 mg BID - 17 (31) 21 (30) 38 (31) 

3 mg BID - 17 (33) 13 (19) 30 (25) 

20 mg BID - - 12 (15) 12 (15) 

† 
CRP, C-reactive protein; HAQDI, health assessment questionnaire; PN28, number of swollen 

joints (28); PN28, number of painful joints (28); VPGA, visual analogue scale patient global 

assessment; VCGA, visual analogue scale clinician global assessment; VPAIN, visual 

analogue scale for pain. 
‡ 

Continuous data are given as the median (range), and categorical 

data are presented as the number of patients (percentage of the total population) 
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2. Final model building for DAS28 

The inverse Bateman function for placebo data and inhibitory kin model for drug 

effect well described the data. Among the demographic characteristics evaluated as 

potential covariates, dose adjustment at week 12 (ASSIGN) on kel, DAS28 at baseline 

(BASE) on kout and concomitant use of MTX on R0 as well as Imax were identified as 

significant covariates. Table 3 provides the parameter estimates for the final model 

obtained when the treatment and placebo group data were modeled together.  

The value of the placebo rate constant returning to its initial state (kel) was larger 

for patients reassigned to the 5 mg BID group at the week 12 visit (kel=0.482) than for 

patients who were maintained in their original dose group (kel=0.045). Baseline (R0) 

was estimated to be lower for patients receiving combination therapy with MTX 

(R0=5.283) than it was for monotherapy patients treated without MTX (R0=5.640). 

The concomitant use of MTX was also an important covariate for Imax. The maximum 

inhibition effect was lower in patients receiving combination therapy with MTX 

(Imax=0.299) compared with that of the patients receiving monotherapy without MTX 

(Imax=0.423). From the final model, it was found that the baseline value of DAS28 

was also a significant covariate on kout, indicating that patients with higher values of 

BASE have smaller values of kout. For example, the estimated values of kout were 0.378, 

1.296, and 2.917 wk
-1

 for the patients whose BASE values were the maximum (7.8), 

median (5.5), and minimum (1.5), respectively.  

Figure 1 displays the model evaluation results obtained by VPC, arranged for the 

two significant covariates, ASSIGN and MTX. Overall, the results demonstrate good 
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agreement between the simulated and observed data except for slight under-

predictions in the 10 mg and, 15 mg BID and 20 mg QD groups. 

Model validation using VPC was performed with the rate of the low disease 

activity illustrated in Figure 2, demonstrating an increase with dose at weeks 6, 12, 

and 24. Among these weeks, the mean predicted rate of the low disease activity at 

week 12 was most comparable to the observed rate of the low disease activity, 

reaching 32% at the 30 mg/day dose with a 90% CI of 25 – 43%. However, the model 

slightly underestimated the rate of the low disease activity at week 24 in all dose 

groups, as the subjects regarded as non-responders at week 12 were not included in 

the analysis at week 24, giving rise to an upward shift in the observed mean as 

compared to the predicted mean. Another possible reason may be dropout of subjects 

during the later phase of the study period.  
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Table 3. Parameter estimates (relative standard error (%RSE)) for the final model of 

DAS28  

Parameters Estimates (%RSE) 

R0 5.640 (1) 

PL 3.868 (fixed) 

keq (wk
-1

) 0.056 (fixed) 

kel (wk
-1

) 0.045 (fixed) 

kout (wk
-1

) 3.431 (18) 

ED50 (mg) 24 (30) 

Imax 0.424 (15) 

MTX on R0 -0.357 (16) 

ASSIGN on kel 0.437 (fixed) 

BASE on kout -2.138 (24) 

MTX on Imax -0.125 (33) 

Inter-individual variability (%) 

R0 14 (6) 

keq 65 (20) 

kel 88 (16) 

kout 102 (19) 

ED50 174 (23) 

Imax 14 (260) 

Residual error  

σ
2
 0.32 (4) 

Objective function value 3496.320 
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(a) 
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(b)  

 
 

Figure 1. Visual predictive check (N=1000) for the DAS28 final model. (a) Patients 

who remained in their original dose group during the study period, (b) patients who 

were reassigned to the 5 mg BID group at week 12. Circles represent the observed 

DAS28, the solid line is the model prediction (PRED), the shaded area is the 90% CI, 

and the dotted line is the median of the simulated data obtained from the final model.  
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Figure 2. Visual predictive check (N=1000) for the remission rate. Circles represent 

the observed remission rate, the shaded area is the 80% CI, the dotted line is the 90% 

CI and the solid line is the median of the simulated remission rate obtained from the 

final model.  
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3. Final model building for ACR20 

The placebo effect and drug effect were best described by a monotone increasing 

exponential function and an inhibitory indirect response model, respectively. Addition 

of first-order markov elements on γ and kplc significantly improved the model. 

Subjects with a history of response proved to have significantly higher probabilities 

of remaining responders and tended to remain in the study, provided they continued to 

response.  

The model was further improved by the incorporation of covariate effect. Dose 

adjustment at week 12 (ASSIGN), visual scale for pain (VPAIN) and the number of 28 

swollen joint counts (SW28) were identified as significant covariates. These covariate 

effects were added in the logit function and affect the probabilities of becoming a 

responder or a nonresponder. The probability of becoming a responder decreased in 

patients reassigned groups at week 12 and having high baseline level of VPAIN and 

SW28. The probability of becoming a responder (P01) increased maximum 0.12 for no 

reassigned patients (ASSIGN=0) vs. reassigned patients (ASSIGN=1) and decreased 

maximum 0.12 for high (100) vs. low (0) baseline VPAIN as well as maximum 0.15 

for high (28) vs. low (0) baseline SW28.  

Table 4 summarized the parameter estimates for the final model. Figure 3 depicts 

the observed probability, model-predicted probability and 90% CI of the simulated 

probability where the model-predicted probability of achieving ACR20 adequately 

described the observed probability.  
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Table 4. Parameter estimates (relative standard error (%RSE)) for the final model of 

ACR20  

Parameters Estimates (%RSE) 

γpres=0 3.153 (183) 

γpres=1 9.575 (62) 

β 5.943 (6) 

kplc pres=0 (wk
-1

) 0.938 (12) 

kplc pres=1 (wk
-1

) 0.013 (20) 

kout (wk
-1

) 3.382 (28) 

ED50 (mg) 4.273 (44) 

R0 1.557 (76) 

θASSIGN -2.443 (10) 

θVPAIN 0.592 (28) 

θSW28 0.544 (24) 

Inter-individual variability  

ω
2
 2.308 (14) 

Objective function value 6501.970 
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Figure 3. Visual predictive check (N=1000) for the ACR20 final model. Circles 

represent the observed ACR20 probability, the solid line is the model prediction 

(PRED), the shaded area is the 90% CI, and the dotted line is the median of the 

simulated data obtained from the final model. 
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4. Translatability 

Several sample sizes for this study were simulated in which percent change in 

DAS28 from placebo (DDAS) and change from placebo for ACR20 (DACR) were 

estimated for each dose group at week 12 (Figure 4). DDAS is relatively less sensitive 

to the increases in the number of subjects included in the study than DACR in all dose 

groups. Moreover, dose averaged DDAS converges at 200 sample size dataset while 

dose averaged DACR converges at approximately 400 sample size dataset.  

 

 

Figure 4. Change from placebo in DAS28 (DDAS) and ACR20 (DACR). The DDAS 

and DACR are plotted by the number n of individuals included in the study.  
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IV. DISCUSSION 

In this work, we developed pharmacodynamic models using DAS28 and ACR20 

for tasocitinib in patients with RA. For the placebo effect, bateman function was 

adequate for DAS28 and mono-exponential function for ACR20. For the drug effect, 

inhibitory kin model was identified as the most appropriate model for both DAS28 and 

ACR20.  

For the DAS28, it was found that the value of kel (wk
-1

) for patients reassigned to 

the 5 mg BID group at week 12 was ten times larger than that for patients who 

remained in the originally assigned group. The half-lives corresponding to kel (= 

0.693/kel) were 15.4 weeks for the non-reassigned patients and 1.4 week for 

reassigned patients, reflecting that disappearance of the placebo response was 

completed in about 1-2 months for reassigned patients, while it required as long as 1-

2 years for non-reassigned patients. This accounts for the observed trends in 

reassigned patients whose responses to placebo or drug disappear earlier than those in 

patients not reassigned.  

Methotrexate has been used as a DMARD for decades, and prior to the advent of 

biologic agents, it was recognized as the most effective of the DMARDs and thus 

became the standard treatment of choice for RA 
21,22

. While biological therapies are 

generally more efficious than methotrexate, they are most often used in conjunction 

with methotrexate, as the therapeutic effects of the two therapies are generally 

additive 
23-25

. In this regard, Study III was designed to test a combination therapy of 
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tasocitinib and methotrexate to determine if a similar additive therapeutic effect exists. 

We found that concomitant use of MTX was related to the baseline (R0) and 

maximum inhibition effect (Imax). Patients enrolled in study III demonstrated slightly 

lower baselines than did patients treated without MTX in Studies I and II. This may 

be because patients enrolled in Study III had to be on a stable MTX dosage regimen 

for at least four months prior to enrollment and had begun to receive doses of 15 to 25 

mg weekly at least six weeks prior to the study. Our analysis also revealed that Imax 

was smaller in patients receiving cotherapy with MTX than in those treated without 

MTX. This result is somewhat contrary to our original expectation that an additive 

effect would be achieved by the combination therapy of these two agents. Although 

the reason is not certain, this may reflect that, for an unknown reason, long term 

exposure to MTX may prevent tasocitinib from exerting its full effect compared to 

those with no prior exposure. 

The DAS28 at baseline (BASE) was also identified as a significant predictor of the 

rate constant for degradation of response (kout), as revealed by the fact that the kout 

value was small in patients with high disease activity. The estimated half-lives for 

degradation of the inflammation reaction were 1.8, 0.5, and 0.2 weeks for patients 

whose BASE values were the maximum (7.8), median (5.5) and minimum (1.5), 

respectively. This suggests that inflammation was reduced slowly in patients with 

high a baseline DAS28 compared to those with a low baseline DAS28. Similar results 

have been previously reported, where moderate disease activity at the beginning of 

treatment was predictive of remission compared to that of patients with high disease 
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activity
26

.  Hoekstra M et al. reported that a favorable EULAR response was not 

easily achieved when the DAS4 (which includes the patient’s global assessment, the 

Ritchie articular index, the 44 swollen joint count, and the erythrocyte sedimentation 

rate) was high at baseline
27

 . 

For the ACR20, markov elements on latent variable (γ) and rate constant for 

placebo effect (kplc) improved the model fit which indicates that successive ACR 

assessments recorded repeatedly over time for each individual are likely to be 

intercorrelated. Our study also identified that dose reassignment at week 12 (ASSIGN) 

and baseline value of visual analogue scale for pain (VPAIN) as well as the number of 

swollen joints (SW28) were significant covariates.  

The rate constant for loss of the inflammation (kout) was 3.382 wk
-1

, which 

corresponds to a half-life of 0.2 weeks. This value reflects a decrease in inflammation 

that would reach a new steady state in approximately within 1 week. In addition, the 

rate constant for placebo effect (kplc) was 0.938 and 0.013 wk
-1 

when the patients were 

nonresponder and responder in the previous step, respectively. The corresponding the 

half-live were estimated to be 0.7 and 53.2 weeks which means that the placebo effect 

lasts longer in patients responding than those nonresponding. That can explain the 

responder rate increased up to 24 weeks even in the placebo group because a lot of 

nonresponder were dropped from the placebo group at week 12 and then reassigned to 

5mg BID group (Figure 2).  

Clinical trials should be large enough to detect reliably the possible differences in 

the primary outcome with treatment. Sample size must be planned carefully to ensure 
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that the research time, patient effort and support costs investigated in any clinical trial 

are not wasted. Given that the sample size required to a study depends on the mean 

difference between the placebo group and drug group, it is interesting to investigate 

the size of effect associated with various sample size. For a given study, the size of 

effect indicate the percent change from placebo group in DAS28 (DDAS) and change 

from placebo group in ACR20 responder rate (DACR). In our simulation study, 

population dose-average DDAS converges faster than population dose-average 

DACR at 50% reduced sample size which means that using DAS as an endpoint in 

the clinical trial, precise dose-response curve can be obtained from the reduced 

sample size study compared to the ACR.  

In this study, ASSIGN and MTX were treated as significant covariates, but one 

needs to be careful in interpreting the effect of ASSIGN because it is influenced by the 

response and is dependent on the outcome. Furthermore, the subjects in the 5, 15 and 

30 mg BID groups were assigned to ASSIGN=0 simply due to the design, although 

they met the criteria for ASSIGN=1. It also needs to be careful in interpreting the 

effect of MTX. This covariate might be confounded with study effects in that studies I 

and II have MTX=0 and study III has MTX=1. These issues with ASSIGN and MTX 

will be examined in detail in further studies. 
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 V. CONCLUSION 

The developed pharmacodynamic model well described observed DAS28 and 

ACR20 data. Our simulation results based on the developed model support that a 

continuous DAS28 endpoint may provide more precise dose-response curve estimates 

than the binary ACR20 response measure at a lower sample size, thereby reducing the 

number of subjects required for a RA clinical trial. To validate the results, further 

analyses will be necessary, which will include the assessment of DAS28 for data from 

other studies with the same agent and other DMARDs in the same or different class.  
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APPENDIX 1 
 

An excerpt of sample code for the DAS28 model 

 

$PRED 

R0= (THETA(1)+THETA(9)*MTX) *EXP(ETA(1)) 

TVPL=THETA(2) 

KEQ= THETA(3)*EXP(ETA(2)) 

KEL= (THETA(4)+THETA(5)*ASSIGN )*EXP(ETA(3)) 

FP=((PL*KEQ)/(KEQ-KEL))*(EXP(-KEL*TIME)-EXP(-KEQ*TIME)) 

KOUT= (THETA(6)+THETA(11)*(BASE/5.474))*EXP(ETA(4)) 

ED50= THETA(7)*EXP(ETA(5)) 

IMAX= (THETA(8)+THETA(10)*MTX)*EXP(ETA(6)) 

VV=1-((DOSE*IMAX)/(ED50+DOSE)) 

R=R0*(EXP(-KOUT*TIME)+VV*(1-EXP(-KOUT*TIME))) 

 

EFF=R-FP 

IPRED=EFF 

Y=IPRED+EPS(1) 
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APPENDIX 2 
 

An excerpt of sample code for the ACR20 model 

 

$PRED 

IF (PRES.EQ.0) GAMMA=THETA(1) 

IF (PRES.EQ.1) GAMMA=THETA(2) 

BETA=THETA(3) 

IF (PRES.EQ.0) KPLC=THETA(4) 

IF (PRES.EQ.1) KPLC=THETA(5) 

FP=BETA*EXP(-KPLC*TIME) 

KOUT=EXP(THETA(6)) 

ED50=EXP(THETA(7)) 

R0=EXP(THETA(8)) 

VV=1-(DOSE/(ED50+DOSE)) 

FD=R0*(EXP(-KOUT*TIME)+VV*(1-EXP(-KOUT*TIME))) 

LOGIT=GAMMA-FP-FD+COV1+COV2+COV3 

ODD=EXP(LOGIT+ETA(1)) 

IPRED=ODD/(1+ODD) 

IF(DV.EQ.1) Y=IPRED 

IF(DV.EQ.0) Y=1-IPRED 
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ABSTRACT (IN KOREAN) 

 

 

JAK3 저해제의 항류마티스 효과의 용량-반응 관계를 효율적으로 

평가하기 위한 DAS28 (Disease Active Score) 기반의  

약력학적 지표의 개발 

 

<지도교수 박 경 수> 

 

연세대학교 대학원 의과학과 

이 윤 정 

 
 

Tasocitinib (CP-690,550)은 현재 다국가제약회사에서 개발중인 

새로운 항 류마티스 경구투여제이다. 항 류마티스 약물의 개발 단계에서 

일반적으로 사용되는 지표인 미국 류마티스 학회 20% 개선도(American 

College of Rheumatology response criterion of 20%; ACR20) 는 이산형 

변수로 ACR20 의 기준의 만족 여부에 따라 반응군(responder) 또는 

비반응군(non-responder)으로만 구분된다. 반면 또 다른 임상지표인 28 개 

관절에 의한 질환 활동성 스코어 (DAS28-3(CRP), DAS28)는 연속형 변수로 

0 부터 9.4 까지의 값으로 표현이 가능하여, 이 값이 높을수록 질환의 

상태가 나쁨을 의미한다. 따라서 약을 투약하기 전(baseline)에 비해 
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증세의 호전 및 악화를 수치적으로 평가할 수 있다. 따라서 본 연구에서는 

현재 개발중인 새로운 항 류마티스 제제인 JAK3 저해제, tasocitinib 의 

임상자료를 바탕으로 전술한 ACR20 과 DAS28 지표를 이용한 정량적 

예측모델을 개발하고 이로부터 연속변수인 DAS28 이 ACR20 에 비해 보다 

적은 수의 피험자에서 정확한 용량-반응 관계를 평가할 수 있는지 

살펴보고자 한다. 

  임상자료는 전기 및 후기 2 상 임상시험에 참여한 1058 명의 류마티스 

관절염 환자로부터 얻었다. 전기 2상 임상시험은 6 주간 무작위배정, 이중 

맹점 위약 대조로 류마티스 관절염 환자 220 명을 대상으로 tasocitinib 5, 

15, 30mg 을 1 일 2 회 투약한 후 위약과의 효과를 비교하였으며, 후기 2상 

임상시험은 6 개월 간 무작위배정, 이중 맹점 위약 대조로 메토트렉세이트 

약물로 효과를 보지 못하는 류마티스 관절염 환자 507 명을 대상으로 

tasocitinib 1, 3, 5, 10, 15mg 을 1 일 2 회, 20mg 을 1 일 1 회 투약한 후 

위약과의 효과를 비교하였다. 또 다른 후기 2 상 임상시험은 6 개월 간 

무작위배정, 이중 맹점 위약 대조, 활성군 대조로 류마티스 관절염 환자 

331 명을 대상으로 tasocitinib 1, 3, 5, 10, 15mg 을 1 일 2 회 투약한 후 

위약, 활성 대조군과의 효과를 비교하였다. 

  ACR20 반응률 모델은 로지스틱 회귀분석을 이용하여 개발하였다. ACR20 

반응률은 잠재변수 (latent variable), 위약효과 및 약물효과의 합으로 
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고려되었다. DAS28 의 경우도 마찬가지로 관측된 스코어는 베이스라인 

스코어와 위약효과 및 약물효과에 의한 것으로 가정하였다. 기본 모델을 

개발한 후 파라미터 간의 개체간 차이를 설명하고 예측력을 향상시키기 

위해 위약효과 및 약물효과에 영향을 줄 수 있는 여러 인자(공변량)들을 

정량적으로 분석하였다. 공변량이 고려된 최종 모델을 이용하여 다양한 

환자 수로 구성된 임상시험을 시뮬레이션 하여 각 경우에서 약물 투여군과 

위약군간의 DAS28 과 ACR20 의 차이를 계산하였다. 얻어진 약물 투여군과 

위약군간의 DAS28 차이(DDAS), 활성군과 위약군간의 ACR20 의 차이 

(DACR)는 시뮬레이션 된 연구의 인원 수와 어떠한 관계를 보이는 지 

살펴보았다. 

  ACR20 반응률의 위약효과는 지수함수로 정량화되었으며, 약물효과는 

염증을 생성하는 속도상수를 억제시키는 비 직접적 모델 (inhibitory kin 

model)로 설명되었다. 또한 12 주에서 용량조정이 된 경우, visual 

analogue scale for pain 이 높은 경우, swollen joint counts 가 높은 

경우, ACR20 의 반응률이 줄어드는 것으로 나타났다. DAS28 의 경우, 

위약효과는 약 투여 직후 위약효과로 인해 DAS28 이 감소하나, 일정 시간 

경과 후엔 원 상태로 돌아가는 현상을 고려하여 inverse bateman 

function 으로 설명하였으며, 약물효과는 ACR20 과 동일하게 inhibitory 

kin model 을 이용하였다. 유의한 공변량은 메토트렉세이트의 병용투여 
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유무와, 12 주에서의 용량조정 유무, DAS28 의 베이스라인 스코어로 

평가되었다. 모델로부터 12 주에서 용량을 변경하지 않은 환자의 경우 

위약효과가 없어 지는 데 걸리는 반감기가 15.4 주인 반면, 12 주에서 

적당한 반응을 보이지 않아 5 mg으로 용량을 변경한 환자의 경우 1.4 주가 

걸리는 것으로 나타났다. 또한 염증을 소멸시키는 속도상수의 경우 

베이스라인에서의 DAS28 이 클수록 반감기가 커지는 것으로 나타났다. 

환자 중 가장 베이스라인 DAS28 이 높았던 환자의 경우 염증이 소멸되는 

데 걸리는 반감기는 약 1.8 주, 가장 낮은 베이스라인 DAS28 을 가진 

환자의 경우 약 1-2 일 인 것으로 나타났다. 또한 메토트렉세이트를 병용 

투여한 경우 베이스라인과 최대억제효과가 낮은 것으로 나타났다. 

최종 모델로부터 다양한 환자수로 임상시험을 시뮬레이션 하여 얻어진 

DDAS 와 DACR 은 환자 수가 증가할수록 하나의 값으로 수렴하는 경향을 

보였으며, 평균적으로 연속 변수인 DDAS 가 이산 변수인 DACR 에 비해 50% 

적은 환자 수에서 수렴하였다. 이는 약물 개발 단계에서 연속 변수인 

DAS 를 지표로 사용하는 경우 ACR 을 임상지표로 사용하는 경우 보다 적은 

인원수로 임상시험 진행이 가능하고 검정력(power)을 높일 수 있음을 

의미한다. 

ACR20 은 항 류마티스 계열 약제의 개발단계에서 그 편의성 때문에 가장 

일반적으로 사용되는 지표이나, 이산변수이므로 연속변수에 비해 많은 
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수의 피험자를 필요로 하고 각 개인의 질병예측 상태를 예측 할 수 없다는 

단점이 있다. 반면 DAS28 은 ACR20 보다 적은 피험자에서 정확한 용량-

반응 관계를 평가할 수 있으며 이는 약물개발단계에서 소요되는 비용을 

줄이고 성공률을 높일 수 있을 것으로 기대된다. 
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